How to run Agile Community Events to make them great
genuine learning Environments
for personal and organizational change
WHO, WHY & WHAT?
Agile Enthusiast, Consultant, Coach & Trainer, Community Gardener
Hello all.

As agreed at xpDays, we'll hold our first meeting on Skype on Thursday this week, at 19h CET.

If you and I are not yet connected on skype, please add me (debhart) so i can add you to our skype group call.

I will assume we use voice (no video). If you can't do voice then, for some reason, let me know please, in advance.

We will be discussing where to hold the event. Since we'll be together, like in a submarine, for 2-3 days, the "spirit" of the place is important: conversation-friendly, easy on the eye, sound absorbing. We will look at info about the proposed 1-und-1 Karlsruhe location.

Reminder: if you want to propose an alternate venue, please bring as much info as you can to this meeting so we can discuss that too.

Thanks
deb

--

Deborah Hartmann Preuss
Agile Process Improvement Coach
Team and Personal Effectiveness Coach
Open Space Conference Facilitator
MY VISION IN 2014
MY VISION IN 2014
MY VISION IN 2014
VARIETY OF EVENTS

Agile Coach Camp  Agile Monday
Retrospective Facilitator Gathering  SoCraTes
Play4Agile  Coach Retreat
Service Jam  Coach Reflection Day
Code Retreat  Dancing for universal Peace Camp
Agile Leadership Conference  Agile Coach Retreat
CoP Events  Scrum Coach Retreat

http://www.flickr.com/photos/clevercupcakes/2980544017/
MY LEARNINGS FROM CAMP STYLE EVENTS
STRONG VISION
Vision

"Growing agility in organizations means to work with agile coaching. Working with agile coaching means working with people. **Working with people means working on yourself.** This does not work in a quiet chamber. It needs exchange."

Our goal is to make this exchange possible for every single Agile Coach.

In 2016 every agile coach has the opportunity to participate in a CoRe Day to exchange with other coaches and to learn for his daily business. Traveling and costs are not impeding this.

**Where is the next event?**
TRUSTED APPRECIATIVE SAFE ENVIRONMENTS
ORGTEAM OF TRUST
BE WELCOMING
WHOEVER COMES IS THE RIGHT PEOPLE

ASK FOR HELP
SUPPORT CONNECTING
SUPPORT APPRECIATION
BEING VULNERABLE
PLAYFUL LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS
COLLABORATIVE PREEVENT
BRING & PLAY GAMES
PLAY MUSIC & DANCE
OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES
GOOD LOCATIONS,
FOOD & COFFEE
Historical, Nature & Off
Historical & Central
Central & Cool
Cool & Off
POSITIVE REMINDERS AT HOME
APPRECIATION CARDS
What have you learned about your customers’ needs recently?
REFLECTION BRACELETS
JOURNALING
TAKE CARE OF YOURSELF AS HOST
STAY RELAXED
LEAD BY EXAMPLE
QUESTIONS & SHARING
MY LEARNINGS FROM SMALL EVENING EVENTS
AGILE MONDAY IN NUREMBERG
Hans-Sachs-Zimmer (1. Etage)
10:00 - 17:45 Uhr
Sparkasse Arnstadt-Ilmenau

Lounge
Ab 19:00 Uhr
Agile Monday

Atelier-Bar
Ab 19:00 Uhr
Swinging Monday

Brasserie
19:30 – 22:00 Uhr
Keynote Sigos GmbH

Le MERIDIEN
13. Dezember 2010

8 LOCATIONS
UNTIL NOW 71 EVENTS
~ 1000 Members
~ 2000 PARTICIPANTS
TIPPS FOR HOSTING SMALL EVENING EVENTS

Regular rhythm
Change formats
Open Space
Celebrate
Keep experimenting
Icebreakers
Network
Ask for help
YOUR LEARNING?
Agile Enthusiast, Consultant, Coach & Trainer, Community Gardener